In this paper, we analyze and prove the capacity-achieving property of the equivalent asymmetric channels of multilevel polar-coded modulation in view of the scaling assuming regime, which employ some techniques of symmetric channels. Based on the previous framework of the proof of multilevel coding modulation, we apply the scaling exponent to the equivalent asymmetric channels of multilevel polarcoded modulation under the constraint of the finite code length of component polar codes. Then, we prove that the overall capacity is still achievable under the capacity rule of the design concepts of multilevel coding. In order to accomplish reliable communication of the proposed scheme, we combine Gallager's mapping conception and source-channel coding theorems to generate the component polar codes with the optimal input distribution for each equivalent asymmetric channel. The optimal property refers to asymptotic optimization under a total variation distance measure. Finally, we describe the detailed design process of multilevel polar-coded modulation versus multistage decoding applying polar codes as the component codes analytically.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multilevel coding (MLC) introduced by [1] and [2] is used to protect each address bit of signal points in constellation by an individual binary code at different level. In [3] , authors described 2 m − ary transmission applying MLC and multistage decoding (MSD) in detail and concluded five design theories for MLC with MSD.
Polar codes as one of the capacity-achieving channel coding attract a lot interesting of scientific community [4] . In order to measure various principles of the gap to capacity with the finite length of polar codes, scaling exponent had been employed in recent years. The upper and lower bounds on binary erasure channel (BEC), binary symmetric channel (BSC), additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and multiple access channel (MAC) had been observed [5] , [6] . And then, the scaling exponent of q-ary polar codes with successive cancellation decoding algorithm has been researched in [7] .
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In practical communication systems, to improve the spectral efficiency, we always apply the high order modulation schemes. In this communication scenario, the transmission sequence always consists of non-binary symbols, so in order to accomplish reliable and effective communication, we can choose to use q-ary or binary error-correcting channel codes. Currently, there are a lot works on the subject of generalization of multichannels e.g. [7] , [8] . Meanwhile, the topic of scaling exponent has been discussed in a lot of papers. In [5] , authors shown that scaling exponent is ranged from 3.579 to 4.714 for any channels and observed that the tradeoff between the gap to capacity C(W ) − R and the error probability P e of the corresponding channel can be characterized by a function of the length N of polar codes. In other words, one can modify the gap to capacity and the error probability to approach zero simultaneously, in both regimes of error exponent and scaling exponent. In [9] , authors proved that the capacity-achieving property of polar codes resulted for lossy source compression under successive cancellation decoder. In other words, for a binary symmetric source, there exist polar codes achieving the rate-distortion bound.
According to [10] , authors improved the scaling exponent from 6 in [11] to 5.702, and expanded this results to binary polar lossy source coding with rate R, where the source has the rate-distortion function of D(·). In [12] , source polarization and randomness extraction by polarization were applied to accomplish the task that employed uniformly-distributed identical and independent distribution (i.i.d.) random variables to induce i.i.d. random variables with respect to the capacity-achieving distribution. According to [13] , since the optimal distribution cannot be approximated by simple rational numbers, authors proposed a scheme which could reach the channel capacity without any alphabet extension by recalling some theorems for lossless compression with polar codes. In [14] , authors extended the upper bound of scaling exponent to binary input energy-harvesting channels i.e., the energy-harvesting constraint almost had no effect on the character of capacity-achieving with respect to employing polar codes. In [6] , authors researched the scaling exponent of AWGN channels and proved that the value 4.714 was still the upper bound on AWGN channels. However, there are few relative works about the capacity-achieving property of multilevel polar coded modulation in the view of scaling exponent regime, i.e., whether the sum capacity of all bit levels can be approached in scaling exponent regime and how to design this capacity-achieving MLPCM.
In this paper, we first review the capacity-achieving property of MLC scheme basing on the concatenation framework of channel encoder and mapper. Then, for the condition of finite code length for multilevel polar coded modulation (MLPCM), we apply scaling exponent into the analysis of the MLPCM scheme consisting of component polar codes for each level. Since each equivalent channel of MLPCM belongs to asymmetric channel, we employ source and channel synthetic coding to generate the optimal input distribution for each bit level. According to the capacity rule of standard MLC design conceptions [3] , we prove that the capacity of overall MLPCM can be achieved in the view of scaling exponent regime for finite component code lengths. Finally, the procedure for the design of capacity-achieving MLPCM, is described in detail.
The rest of this paper consists of the following parts. In Section II, we reviews the definition of polar codes, encoding of multilevel coding and decoding process of multistage decoding. In Section III, the capacity-achieving property of MLPCM is analyzed by different ways, especially, in the scaling assuming regime. In Section IV, the detail implementation of MLPCM is described by the optimal input distribution for the equivalent asymmetric channels of the proposed MLPCM. Finally, we concludes our paper in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND A. NOTATION

Let [N ]
{1, 2, . . . ., N } denote an integer set. The cardinality of set [N ] is equal to |[N ]| = N . Upper case letters with subscript represent matrix while boldface lower case letters denote vectors, and that without subscript denote sets or channels depending on the practical applicative scenarios. Lower case letter with subscript and superscript represent subvector, and that without subscript represent constant parameter. We set u [10; 11] to define the underlying kernel matrix of polar codes.
B. POLAR CODES
Polar codes denote by PC(N , R) with code length N and rate R, the length K = N × R denotes the number of information bits in polar codes, which is linear block codes consisting of N = 2 n bit channels, n ≥ 1 is an positive integer, where N bit channels include K reliable channels with indices included in set I ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , N }, |I| = K and N − K un-reliable channels (usually, called frozen channels) with index set I c . The generator matrix denotes by G = F ⊗n , where G is a (2 n , 2 n ) matrix. The vector u j i , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N denotes the subvector of vector u N 1 . The recursive encoding character of polar codes makes the process of encoding simply and effectively.
C. ENCODING OF MULTILEVEL CODING
As we all know, in any communications, one can make hard decisions on the outputs of communication channels, then decode them into discrete binary digitals which construct several equivalent discrete output channels with binary input alphabet. Finally, one can apply error-correcting codes for those discrete digitals through those equivalent channels i.e., encoding of MLC. On the other hand, we can consider the output alphabet as a constellation and see each level of set partition for signal points as a normal binary channel with binary input and continuous output, then design component code for the normal binary channel which is so-called feeding decoder employing soft decision.
The encoding process of MLC applying polar codes as its component codes can be equal to a combining coding procedure of polar encoder concatenating with a mapper which can be characterized by given labeling rule [10, p.208] .
Definition 1 (Definition of Mapper):
We apply the mapper L ϕ to denote the transition character from the input
e., binary labeling, to the output alphabet X with cardinality |X | = 2 m before the 2 m − ary channel W , i.e., the labeling rule is a bijective mapping from m-tuples bits to the 2 m candidate symbols in X :
where b l ∈ {0, 1}, l ∈ [m] denotes the input of the l − th bit level, i.e., the equivalent subchannel (bit level) during one symbol transition denotes by B where Y denotes output alphabet. The transition patterns can be represented by the transition probabilities W (Y |X ).
Assume that the capacity-achieving input distribution denotes by {p * (x)} x∈X , and the capacity of channel W denotes by C(W ). We aim to realize reliable and efficient communication over channel W applying codes with code rate approaching to C(W ). In general, we always apply rational approximation p(x) to represent the optimal input distribution p * (x). Meanwhile, for δ > 0, two input distributions should satisfy the restriction 1 2 x∈X |p * (x) − p(x)| < δ.
For binary codes, input distribution p(x) can be constructed by the following process. Considering the mapping rule in (1), we map n 0 elements of {0, 1} m into x ∈ X , where {0, 1} m represent m bit group, and n 0 ∈ N , N denotes natural numerical set. Then input distribution can denote by p(x) = n 0 2 m .
In other words, we employ binary component polar codes for bit level B (l) ϕ with uniform input distribution over {0, 1} N to induce the capacity achieving distribution on X .
Remark 1: The overall rate of each transmission symbol is defined by the sum relation:
where Remark 1: shows the capacity rule of MLC design conception [3] , which is similar to the process of constructing component polar codes for each bit level of MLPCM.
D. MULTISTAGE DECODING
In order to keep the capacity achievable property of MLPCM, we apply multi-stage decoding (MSD) [3] , [16] , [17] which calculates the reliability information (e.g. log-likelihood ratios (LLRs)) of the component polar codes for level B (l) ϕ firstly, and translates those information to decoders (implementing successive cancellation (SC) decoder or successive cancellation list (SC-list) decoder and so on) to estimate the original bits. Then the estimated bits can be saw as feedbacks to demapper to compute the reliability information of the component polar codes for next level. Then, decoders estimate the information bits for the next bit levels with the assistance of the auxiliary information (feedbacks). The total MSD terminates until the last level.
III. THE CHANNEL CAPACIYT OF MLPCM A. THE CHANNEL CAPACITY OF MLPCM WITH MSD
MLPCM can be regarded as a cascaded coding and modulated scheme which concatenate groups of encoders with a mapper at transmitter. Corresponding to the construction of the transmitter, the receiver consists of one de-mapper cascading groups of decoders.
Theorem 1 (Capacity-Achieving Property of MLPCM With MSD [17] ): Assume that the component polar codes denote by PC (l) (N , R l ), 1 ≤ l ≤ m with code length N l and rate R l .
The polarized channels denote by W
× Y N , and the capacity of channel W
N ,l ). Applying this channel polarization phenomenon into MLC, we obtain the component level channel with input alphabet X = {0, 1} and output alphabet
The transmission task can be accomplished by the l −th component polar codes PC (l) (N l , R l ) for the l − th level. The capacity of the l − th level denotes by the following relation:
where random variables X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y . The mapping denotes by L : X m → X , |X | = 2 m according to Definition 1, the exponent m denotes the number of levels. Term C mlc denotes the total achievable sum rate of all levels of multilevel polar coded modulation. The upper bound on the maximal achievable rate of this MLPCM with SC decoders is defined by
where the sum capacity
ϕ . Note that the input distributions are optimal distributions over all levels, the capacity of overall levels is equal to the maximum summation of mutual information of all levels.
Proof: Assume that the message m can be separated into m parts, i.e., m = {m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m m }. Define the m levels of MLPCM with component polar codes PC l (N , R l ), 1 ≤ l ≤ m which encode the submessage m l ∈ {1, · · · , 2 NR l } into the component polar codes by employing SC encoder [18] . Assume that m component polar codes are synchronous,
denotes a realization of mapper L ϕ , and output one signal point deriving from constellation M with binary labelings (x k,1 , · · · , x k,m ). Finally, all of those signal points compose a symbol sequence which is transmitted through AWGN channel W . Especially, the elements bit level has the following definition:
. The average error probability p (l) e denotes error ratios of the l − th bit level with component polar codes PC (l) (N , R l ) which are applied to encode the l − th submessage m l ∈ {1, · · · , 2 NR l }. The estimatesm l of the l − th submessage by decoder are not equal to the original submessage m l , i.e., p (l) e = p r (m l =m l ). According to [15] , the error probability p (l) e can be arbitrarily small with code length N being large enough, as long as the l − th code rate R l is smaller than or equal to the mutual information
m , i.e., the following relation holds on:
The overall block error probabilities of all m levels have the upper bound:
where inequality (a) yields to the independent of error events. For l = k, random variable X l is independent with X k , and
There exists an arbitrary small constant ε > 0 holding for the selected code rate R l for the l − th level, satisfying the relation
Considering the chain rule of mutual information, the overall code rate satisfies:
where X ∈ X denotes the signal points in constellation M, random variable X l ∈ X , 1 ≤ l ≤ m denotes the labels of X in constellation M. When the code length N tends to positive infinity, the error probability p e can be arbitrary small under the constraint of overall code rate R ≤ I (X ; Y ).
From the proof, the capacity-achieving property of MLC can be reached by the component polar codes with code length trending to infinity. However, when the component codes consist of short length polar codes for MLPCM, whether do the capacity-achieving property still hold? Fortunately, the scaling exponent can help us to analyze this problem.
B. THE CAPACITY-ACHIEVING PROPERTY OF MLPCM BASING ON SCALING EXPONENT
In MLC schemes, the optimal input distributions for all levels are not always uniform distribution, since the equivalent level channels belong to asymmetric channels. In order to attain the capacity of each bit level, we need to design the component polar codes for each bit level: the way to achieve overall capacity is to design proper composite polar codes for all bit levels; in other words, we consider to employ lossless source coding with asymptotic optimal input distribution and channel coding technology synthetically, i.e., applying the techniques of symmetric channels to design component polar codes for asymmetric channels of MLPCM.
In order to prove the capacity achieving property of MLPCM in the view of scaling assumption, we have to prepare the following definition and lemmas.
According to lemma 3 and lemma 4 in [14] of random polar coding theorems, we have the following definition and conclusions. 
The transition probability
. The probability of discrete random variables (U , X , Y ) denote by p U ,X ,Y . The probability of N copies of (U , X , Y ) is defined as
Calculating the capacity of asymmetric channels directly are not easy, we can refer to the techniques corresponding to symmetric channels.
Lemma 1 [14] : For the randomized polar codes with distribution p U N ,X N ,Y N and the optimal distribution q U N ,X N ,Y N , the total variation distance between two distributions holds:
Lemma 2: Set the upper bound on the scaling exponent denote by µ = 4.714. Bit level channel W l : X → Y × X l−1 has input distribution p X over input alphabet X and transmission probability p Y |X , which has capacity C l corresponding to Definition 2 and Definition 3. The block error probability of this component polar codes denotes by p l e with SC decoding algorithm. There exist constant t l and polar codes with length N satisfying the following relationships:
where C l = max Reviewing the form of overall code rate of MLC, we have the constraint condition as the following formula:
Combining with (14), we have
where term t = m l=1 t l . The sum gap to capacities of all levels approaches zero with the increase of code length N .
Basing on the definition of error events in (8), we apply the error events e : {U N = φ(Y N )} to take the places of {m l =m l }, where φ(·) denotes the decoding function. We rewrite (8) as:
where φ l denotes the decoding function of the component polar codes for the l − th level. Equality (a) follows from the definition of the probability of block error events e; inequality (b) yields to the triangle inequality; inequality (c) holds for Lemma 1; equality (d) holds for the fact that the estimatesû i i ∈ I c l are deterministic given previous estimateŝ u i−1 l , i ∈ I c l and the received sequence y N 1 ∈ Y N ; inequality (e) follows from the Lemma 2 in [6] .
Therefore, we conclude the resulting sum block error probability as the following formula.
Then, we have the following theorem: Theorem 2: The scheme of MLPCM is still capacityachieving in scaling exponent regime.
C mlpcm = C mlc (20) where C mlpcm = max The gap to capacity of the l − th equivalent bit level channel W (l) : X → Y × X l−1 denotes by ε l . The mutual information of the l − th channel can be expressed in the following form:
Equivalent (a) holds for the property of independent and identical distribution of each random variables X l , l ∈ [m].
If we want to achieve the overall capacity of all bit levels of MLPCM, according to the capacity rule of MLC in [3] , we need to design polar codes with code rate R l , l ∈ [m] asymptotically tending to capacity C l of level l ∈ [m]. The gap to capacity ε l can be expressed by:
As we apply binary polar codes to m levels, the code rate R l of the l − th component polar codes for the corresponding VOLUME 7, 2019 level also can be formed as:
where t denotes a positive constant. Term p l e denotes the block error probability of the l − th level. Exponent µ denotes the upper bound on scaling exponent of the component polar codes for the l − th level. The gap to capacity ε can be viewed as t N 1 / µ roughly.
Recalling Theorem 3 in [5] , the block error probability 
where β is a constant which is independent of channel W (l) and regime γ . The sum gap to capacities of all levels is expressed as
The process from (21) to (27) considers the sum gap to capacity of each bit level of the equivalent asymmetric model of MLPCM. When we analyze the total variation distance between the mutual information of channel W with input alphabet X employing the optimal input distribution X * ∼p * and that with uniform input distribution X ∼ p, we can derive the following results. The total variation distance between two distributions holds for 1 2 x∈X |p * (x * ) − p(x)| < δ, δ ∈ (0, 1/8). According to [18] , we can obtain the different mutual information of channels with the input distribution X * ∼ p * and X ∼ p in Proposition 5 [18] :
In a word, the gap to capacity with respect to the total variation distance and alphabets is rewritten as:
Comparing with the total variation distance in (13) , if the optimal input distribution of the l − th polar codes for the l − th bit level W (l) denotes by q
We assume that the term δ = (m 2) · ( √ ln 2 N ), then the different mutual information between input distributions p * and p is show as below forms:
In our MLPCM schemes, the order of modulation constellation denotes by the cardinality of input alphabet X satisfying |X | = 2 m , 1 ≤ m < ∞. The output alphabet of Y yields to |Y| ∈ R where R denotes an arbitrary countable set. In general, there exists the relationship of |X | |Y| in practical application. Then (31) can be rewritten by
For all m levels in symbol-wise, the total gap to capacities of all levels denotes by
where code length N tends to a integer which is larger than min
approaches to zero. Finally, the sum gap to capacities of overall bit levels approaches a number which is negligible.
IV. DESIGN OF THE OPTIMAL INPUT DISTRIBUTION
In MLPCM schemes, the optimal input distributions for all levels are not always uniform distribution, since the equivalent level channels belong to asymmetric channels.
A. ASYMMETRIC CHANNEL MODEL
For levels except for the first level, the equivalent channels model can be built by following channel:
where W 2 denotes asymmetric channel with input random variable X ∈ X and output random variable Y ∈ Y, which can be characterized by the transition probability W 2 (Y |X ) and the input random variable X with input distribution p X over alphabet X . However, the target channels belong to asymmetric channels, in order to simplify the analysis, we make some transformation from the asymmetric channels to symmetric channels, which is illustrated by the following schematic. In Fig. 1 , the outputs of channelW 2 denote byỸ = {0, 1}× Y and X =X ⊕ X respectively. N uses of output random variableỸ ∈Ỹ denote byỸ N = (X N ⊕ X N , Y N ). According to Theorem 2 in [13] , [19] , the following equalities hold:
The capacity C(W 2 ) of channelW 2
Equality (36) is equal to the following relation:
where (a) holds forX being independent with Y ; equality (b) is due to the independence of random variable pair (X , Y ) andX . Bhattacharyya parameter in (35) can also be expressed by:
B. THE OPTIMAL CONSTRUCTION OF MLPCM
In order to approach the capacity of MLPCM, we need to generate input distribution matching the optimal input distribution for each bit level. Here, we invoke some techniques of polar coding for source and channel coding.
Reviewing the proof of Theorem 1, we assume that the message still denotes by m which can be divided to m parts, i.e., m = {m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m m }. Each message m l , l ∈ [m] can be translated into a binary sequence u 1:NR l , where 0 ≤ R l ≤ 1. Assume that message m l transmits through the l −th bit level of MLPCM employing polar codes PC l (N , R l ). In order to achieve the capacity of each bit level, we invoke the following source coding theorem.
According to polar source coding theorem, we calculate the entropy H (X ) and Bhattacharyya parameter Z (U i |U 1:i−1 ) of binary information source in (11) under the capacityachieving input distribution p * (x). Referring to the relation between conditional entropy and Bhattacharyya parameter [16, Proposition 2] , we have the following definitions.
where δ N = 2 −N β , 0 < β < 1 2. For i ∈ H X , U (i) have the highest entropy, which is uniformly distributed and independent of previous
Recounting source coding [20] , conditional entropy and Bhattacharyya parameter of source (U , Y ) ∼ p U ,Y with side information Y , satisfy the following relationships.
By the similar derivation process of index sets H X and L X of source coding, the following formulas hold for channel coding.
For i ∈ L X |Y , U (i) is still deterministic by a function of (U 1:i−1 , Y N ), and i ∈ H X |Y , U (i) is uniform distribution and independent of (U 1:i−1 , Y N ).
For polarization coding theorem, let L c X denote the complement of index set L X . Note that there exists the limit lim N →∞ L c X = H (X ). Then we can compress X 1:N into the sequence {U (i) } i∈L c X with length roughly NH (X ). In other words, if we want to realize the reliable and efficient message transmission, we need to consider H X and L X |Y simultaneously. Since increasing the code length, the complement L c X |Y of L X |Y yields to the limit condition lim N →∞ L c X |Y = H (X |Y ). Due to the conditional reduction entropy Theorem 2.6.5 in [21] , the information index set I can be defined by
with cardinality holding for lim
The frozen index set F derives from the relationship:
The index set denotes by S, which represents the index set of the remaining bits excepting from I ∪ F , i.e., S = (I ∪ F ) c . Note that we call this index set remaining set to VOLUME 7, 2019 simplify analysis. Bit U (i) , i ∈ S will be applied to generate the asymptotical optimal input distribution p(x) of the capacity-achieving input distribution p * (x). Considering source and channel synthetic coding scheme and Section IV-A, we design the following index sets for each equivalent bit level.
Definition 3 (Optimal Distribution q U N ,X N ,Y N According to [22] ): Assume that polar codes for the l − th level consist of three parts: information set I l , remaining set S l , and frozen set F l . Recounting the constructive process of index sets, those index sets of the l − th component polar codes for the l − th level can be formed by following formulas. Combining the scaling assumption in Theorem 3 of [5] with Theorem 4 in [22] , the following sets hold:
where γ ∈ (1 (1 + µ), 1); notation µ denotes the scaling exponent of the component polar codes for the l − th level. Expending the construction in Fig. 1 to the l − th level, in order to generate the matched input distribution, the following steps should be implemented: firstly, constructing the frozen set and information set for the symmetrized channel corresponding to the l − th level:
Functions ϕ i , i ∈ S l are defined by the following formulas, which are called as ''random rounding''.
when U 1:N are constructed completely, the l − th component polar codes will be generated by (10) . While all component polar codes for all bit levels are built, we employ the mapper in Definition 1 to accomplish the message transmission. Successive cancellation decoding: In different sets, the decoding rules are not identical. For frozen set F l , since the random sequence shared by transmitter and receiver of transmission channel, we can decode those bits directly. For information set I l , we employ the ''argmax'' decoding rules of SC decoder to estimate the original bits. For remaining set S l , we apply ''random rounding'' to decode those bits with index set S l . Here, random rounding denotes by the same forms of (61) In this paper, we analyze and prove the capacity-achieving property of MLPCM in the view of scaling exponent regime, and design the component polar codes with the optimal input distribution for MLPCM. In order to realize reliable communication, we employ the capacity rule of MLC [3] . Since the constituent channels, i.e., the bit levels, belong to asymmetric channels, we combine Gallager's mapping conception with the source-channel synthetic coding to generate the optimal input distribution for each bit level i.e., the equivalent subchannels. At receiver, we apply MSD decoders (SC decoders) to estimate the transmitted bit sequence, the analytical results show that for MLPCM, we can accomplish reliable communication applying the appropriate component polar codes with finite code lengths and code rates to approach the capacities of the corresponding subchannels. To describe explicitly, we have exhibited the detail design steps of constructing the optimal component polar codes for each level. However, we just analyze and design the capacity-achieving and reliable property of MLPCM with SC decoder, and do not consider other kinds of decoding algorithms e.g. successive cancellation list decoder. So we will research the effective and reliable properties at those directions in future research. 
